
 

 

SAGE Coalition Call 

May 13, 2019, 9pm EDT 

Call started: 9:06 EDT 

 

Attendance: 

 

Institution Attending Representatives 

Michigan State University INACTIVE  

The Ohio State University   

Rutgers University   

SUNY Stony Brook INACTIVE  

Texas A&M University X Purna Doddapaneni 

University of Arizona X Jessica Baxter 

University of California-Berkeley   

University of California-Davis X Gwen Chodur 

University of California-Irvine   

University of California-Los Angeles INACTIVE  

University of California-San Diego   

University of Illinois-Urbana 
Champaign 

INACTIVE  

University of Maryland   

University of Michigan X Alex Vazsonyi 
Ashley Melnick  
Marshall Case 

University of Minnesota INACTIVE  

University of North Carolina-Chapel 
Hill 

X Carlos Patino Descovich 
Madelyn Percy 
CJ Love 
Manny 

University of Pittsburgh   

University of Texas-Austin X Samantha Fuchs  
Sarah Carlson 
Kathryn Abercrombie 

University of Virginia INACTIVE  

University of Washington X Abbie Shew  
Kelsey Hood 
Sydney Pearce 

Total in Attendance 7  

 



 

 

 

 

Old Business: 

1. Coalition Call  

a.  April Coalition Call minutes can be found here. 

UT: Motions to approve. 

UCD: Seconds. 

Approved unanimously. 

 

Executive Board Reports 

1. Chair- Madelyn Percy (chair.sage@gmail.com) 

C: House has had a series of hearings on Higher Ed. Has been mostly undergrad 

conversations. Something to keep on horizon: something interesting to check on - how taxes 

went this year. Could be interesting to be able to throw this data at legislators next year.  

IA: Should we call you Dr. Percy? 

C: Please don’t.  

 

C: Nametag stuff from DoH - leaving this with a labmate, but will transfer to Manny (Chair).  

2. Vice Chair- Alex Vazsonyi (vicechair.sage@gmail.com)  

a. SAGE Day Data Collection 

i. Group leads, please fill out the data collection form or delegate to another 

group member 

VC: Only thing -- group leads from SAGE Day, please fill out the data collection form for each 

meeting, or delegate someone in your group to fill it out. Only 4/9 have filled out the forms -- it 

would be great to have the majority of the groups fill this out. This information will help SAGE in 

future years (and it shouldn’t take too long!). 

 

Thanks to everyone who has filled it out so far! 

 

3. Political Director- Kelsey Hood (policy.sage@gmail.com)  

PD: Things have been relatively quiet besides HEA talks. Abbie and I will be meeting to go over 

transition items.  

4. Communications- Johnny Quispe (communications.sage@gmail.com)  

C: If you have photos from DoH, please continue to send them to the email: 

communications.sage@gmail.com.  

5. Internal Affairs- Sarah Carlson  (internalaffairs.sage@gmail.com)  

a. SAGE/CPAGE Miles Program → DoH Flights Information 

i. Alaska, American, Delta, United 

ii. Date of Travel, Last Name, First Name, City of Departure, Ticket No (not 

confirmation or flight number) 

IA: As Matt Munoz shared, CPAGE has miles program which allows you to contribute miles to a 

business account (doesn’t affect personal accrual). You can donate miles for the above airlines. 

As they accrue miles, they can purchase flights for people to attend FS or DoH. If you want to 

donate miles for any flights from SAGE business OR otherwise, please email 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hkhpB4KOT5JsuIoT_BDTqOhM7WfVq0mmobJ01ehKaeA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hkhpB4KOT5JsuIoT_BDTqOhM7WfVq0mmobJ01ehKaeA
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https://forms.gle/FmwSgiCx2Vn4f2GB7
https://forms.gle/FmwSgiCx2Vn4f2GB7
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(internalaffairs.sage@gmail.com) with the above information. Hopefully future years can benefit 

from this.  

UT: Southwest doesn’t count? 

IA: No, only the above 4.  

b. Local/Best Practices stuff to share 

IA: UT Austin had a rally on May Day outside of the admin offices and rallied to close the TRB 

gap (tuition reduction benefit) that covers tuition so grad students don’t have to pay out of 

pocket. Reduction hasn’t increased alongside tuition levels. Lab profs have to put this into their 

grant budgets. First action to address wages and compensation for graduate students at UT. 

Could be something for Internal Research to address next year. Had a petition to sign and a 

statement, will share in the appropriate folders. May help other schools think about what they 

are/could be doing.  

 

C: Questions for 2018/2019 Board? 

 

New Business 

I. New Executive Board Handoff 

A. Chair - Manny Hernandez (UNC) 

UNC (Manny) - Talked about transition between new/old e-board. Each of us will be talking 1-1 

as we move to handoff this coming June. Also want to mention - there is a DREAM and Promise 

Act referred to committee on ed. And labor. Would provide pathway to citizenship for 

undocumented immigrants and DACA recipients. Also see HR327 which encourages public-

private collab. Has (I believe) been moved out of subcommittee.  

B. Vice Chair - Samantha Fuchs (UT Austin)  

UT (Sam) - Just had 1-1 transition meeting. Going to become expert in bylaws. Have a couple 

specific ideas/tasks. CPAGE official contact. How each institution processes fundraising dollars, 

so that SAGErs can get CPAGE money smoothly. General ideas for timeline documents. 

President’s Calls. Will be chatting with rest of board about them - bylaws state quarterly, 

thinking to have two with an outside speaker and two with only internal/best practices 

discussions. Looking to early August for new GSAs to discuss how to transition into their roles.  

IA - Great idea; we collected governing documents last year for Internal Research.  

UT (Sam) - Will work with Cody on this. Regarding May Day rally - part of organizers, want to be 

direct link to these efforts. 

C. Political Director - Abbie Shew (UW)  

UW (Abbie) - Don’t have a ton to add b/c of being in middle of academic quarter. Want to start 

planning of items earlier. Excited to get started.  

UNC (Carlos) - National Science Network organizing 2020 election blitz. Calling for a lot of 

people to write white papers. Are there universities that are part of SAGE that are part of 

National Science Network? Could collaborate.  

C: SAGE does not have a relationship with many of these orgs that represent particular sides of 

campus. We often see in our meetings that there is concern about aligning with one side of a 

topic (STEM vs humanities).  

UNC ( Carlos) - If there are people within these networks that are interested in writing white 

papers, could be useful to contact them and get their help (individually, even).  
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D. Communications - Ashley Melnick (UMich)  

UM (Ashley) - Johnny and I will be meeting before the end of this month. Will be mostly talking 

about the website; how to make it accessible and up-to-date. MAke sure any data is organized 

on the website so it can be easily found. ALso working on Newsletter, twice a year. Most likely 

one after FS and one after DoH. If anyone has suggestions on what they want to see, definitely 

open to them.  

UT (Kathryn - Think it would be wonderful to highlight a legislator from each state who visited 

these conferences.  

C - Responsibility of each inst to write this up? 

UT (Kathryn)- Yes, if everyone has time should only be a sentence or two. Can talk about the 

Rep you met with and the topics covered.  

UM (Ashley) - Think thats a great idea that we can incorporate. 

E. Internal Affairs - Cody Love  (UNC)  

UNC (Cody) - Haven’t met with Sarah yet but planning call for tomorrow. Want to definitely keep 

gathering info. For schools. Plan on reaching out to Internal Research group after June 1. Want 

to brainstorm some goals. Want to gather more information on spending for graduate students 

and universities in general. Also look forward to working with Sam on further codifying roles and 

responsibilities. Don’t hesitate to reach out with suggestions.  

 

Announcements 

Arizona (Jessica) - Totally jazzed to have you guys for FS. Just graduated so sent email to 

make contacts early. We may be able to pay for some of the hotel rooms for insts with low 

budgets. We want as many people to attend as possible. Loved working with you all this year. 

Hope that FS can build some of the relationships like we had at DoH this year. Will keep you 

posted; if it’s not me, it will be someone from Arizona. Working on logistics b/c can’t send money 

to non-Arizona students but could possibly pay directly to the hotel.  

C - Very generous, based on advertisements alone think it will be great FS.  

 

Open Forum/Best Practices 

Arizona (Jessica) - Question for everyone. How does SAGE/ your institutions handle disputes? 

Is there a formalized process for elections or bylaws interpretations? 

UT - Have election supervisory board that has strict vetting process by the Dean of Students 

office that is independent of all 5 organizations involved in campus-wide elections. They have 

control over scheduling timelines, conflict of interest forms, campaign procedure. There is an 

oversight board over the supervisory board as a second layer, for GSA, and a different one for 

Student government (undergrad).  

UNC - Board of elections is independent agency, students can only take action against these 

members through impeachment or Supreme Court.   

UT - GSA’s specific oversight board - Asks people to volunteer but have never had to do 

anything b/c the disputes are always at the undergrad level. 

Arizona - want to follow up on this, just wanted to get some general information. Sounds like we 

are an outlier but almost always have elections disputes. Would like to work with Internal Affairs 

committee to gather how that’s done.  

 



 

 

UT motions to adjourn. 

UNC seconds. 

 

Meeting ended: 9.45pm  


